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139 photographs, 135 Inaps
"The joy of the Illustrated Atlas of
the Himalaya is that it offers not
only detailed explanations of geology, climate, vegetation, and natural
resources, but that it does so in plain
English and that it reaches beyond the
geophysical and explores the human
dimension of the region, which, as we
learn, is rich and diverse as the terrain
itself." -GeographicaL
"Combines maps, tables, photography, and text to create a comprehensive atlas of the Himalayas ...
Recommended."-Choice

"Everything you could ever want to
know, through words, maps and photographs, about the land and peoples,
political divisions and topography of
the Himalaya."
-Seattle Times

"A superb job of assembling a solid
mix of data, maps, visuals, and analysis to shed light on the unique features
and complex issues found in this
moun tainous region."
-HimaLayan Environment

"Offers a full picture of the land and
the people who inhabit it, with a
thorough presentation of the culture,
economy and politics of the ethnically
diverse mountain range, which spans
2,700-kilometers ."
-San Francisco Chronicle

"Is to a conventional atlas what an
illuminated seventeenth-century Bible
is to a motel-drawer New Testament
... handsome, useful maps and infonned commentaryalone would make
the volume worth having."
-The GeographicaL Review
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